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About This Game

Rento Fortune VR is online multiplayer business dice game. It is board game for 2 to 6 players.
Trade lands, build houses, win auctions, roll wheel of fortune, risk in Russian Roulette and most importantly - have fun.

Obtain monopoly over the game board and bankrupt the other players in order to win.

The game is live MULTIPLAYER so you can play with your friends on Steam and family remotely and also you can play
versus players on our website.

You can play the game in 3 modes:
-ONLINE (vs real people live) and vs your Steam friends

-SOLO (versus AI robots)
-Pass 'N Play (Pass the same HMD device to others)

As this is Virtual Reality version of Rento, you will be able to experience the game as you are playing on the board itself.
You will have the chance to spin the "Wheel Of Fortune", walk and teleport around the board, interact with the player tokens

(throw them around), go physically in the jail and even shoot with the Russian Roulette.

Good luck!
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Title: Rento Fortune VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
LAN - GAMES EOOD
Publisher:
LAN - GAMES EOOD
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better.

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better.

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1660 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Greek,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish
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The game is super fun in VR. I'm long time Rento fan and I can say to spin the wheel of fortune by myself was one of the best
feelings. Also the Russian Roulette is super cool and the raining money when you get high rent.
Be able to throw other pawns off the board is also cool.
You get the chance to meet Kim Jong Un in person too :D
The only downside I saw was not always working X buttons for land rentals panel, but it is not big deal.
I definitely recommend this game, especially if you are Monopoly fan. A few control issues with building up housing banks, and
jumping around on teleport can be difficult. A center reset wouldn't be difficult, and would solve the issue.

Not an all in VR port, everything is done with clicks. That'll disapoint the purists, but keeps it simple for those that can't get to
grips with the complexity of Table Top Sim's controls.

The game is nicely scaled, big bright board. A good selection of custome options, and has full multiplayer cross platform play
with mobile devices leaving you with no shortage of games.

While i normally wax lyrical over VR multiplayer experiences because of the social atmosphere they create, be aware Rento
isn't that online.
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